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Minareport macedonia.
and dojã¤ invovovã¤ â € ¡S., the leaked documents show that the Russian and Serbs of Entrome in Macedonia, the project of crime and corruption reports organized, June 4, 2017 Cvetkovska, S. How a fanatic From Putin abroad, propaganda pro-trump to Americans, New York, New York, New York, New York Times, December. Macedonian
counterintelligence analysis on the Serbian intelligence agent Goran ã… â½ivinã¤ â € in Macedonia. One of the articles published by Velkov about the subsidiary of Katehon, geopolitics, in March 2017, is titled "The final battle by Macedonia" and represents that the País is "attacked to the front (until now policy and through hybrid war and special
psy-ops) for the dying demons of the Anglo-American state of the deep swamp, which is now losing control over the world with each day that passes. Russian economic interest Western commercial projects such as Canadã reservoir minerals in Kozuv Mountain and the Minerãa Kazandol project, which is operated by British's Ukrainian Ventura,
Sardich. The two organized the visit of the head of the Demócrata party of the Serbs in Macedonia, Ivan Stoilkovic, to Moscãº. Russia cannot stop the Western integration of the Western Balkans. Some of the Nikola Gruevsky's prominent defenders, the former author authorite Rio del Paãs, became historical historicals of the pro-russian conspiracy
after his caa. Macedonian counterintelligence information about Russian intelligence activities in the PAÍ. The Kremlin Play Book, Center for Strategic and International Studies, October 2016 Bechev, Dimitar, the strategic interests of Russia and the tools of influence in Western Balkans, the Atlénico Council, December 20, 2019, when the new
parliament To an albanã ã Ã © tnico as its president, the nationalists broke into the Cave. She and Nedelkovsky are also fearsome defenders of the Cultural wars with their neighbors, Bulgaria and Greece, which are seen as one of the main obstacles to western integration of the country. Filippov was first sent to Macedonia in 2009. Macedonia
counterintelligence report on Deputy Ivan Stailkoviã¤ â € In the 2016 general elections, the forces of the opposition, directed by the SDSM on the central left, had the opportunity to form a coalicion without Gruevski vmro-dpmne. The state of the Balkans has one of the worst corruption measures in Europe by transparency the perception of the
corruption of International, and the less developed political culture in Europe, according to the economist's democracy. He sees the Balkans as a vulnerable periphery of Europe, where Russia can build a support point, recruit supporters and finally maximize their leverage in Vis-Visoros, continued Bechev. Velinovska continued being considered an
influential voice, related to former Lãder Nikola Gruevski and, therefore, with one of the main VMRO-DPMNE parties. Which implies that the entire virus is part of a Bill Gates plot, the EU, NATO and several others to include Macedonia in a war between Europe and Asia. The history of Zaev's political disorders provides a life example of the ways and
means by which Moscãº is entrusts to the Northern Macedonia policy. The tumultuous path towards Western integration before its current western course, Macedonia del Norte has been in the control of an authoritarian line during a day. In fact, four months before, Tsipras had refused to expel diploma due to skripal poisoning. 2020]: In view of some
reports that local media are misrepresenting the statements in this article on Krum Velkov as covers the entire anti-minver movement, I want to indicate what The article explains that there is "legitates" environmental concerns, and does not speak, nor implies anything, about any movement or its members. He is also an important defender of one of
Anti-Mineride groups that make campaign against the concession of the Iilovica-Shtuka mine, which are called Healthy Valley. Another aspect is the most broad economic influence, not limited to the energy sector. When Zaev and his counterpart in Athens, Alexis Tsipras, finally agreed to resolve the controversy of a day (known as the Prespa
Agreement), a diverse group of Russian agents, ranging from spy to businessmen connected to Kremlin, began one campaign in an attempt in an attempt to attempt to break those diplomatic efforts. Russian propaganda is also very present in the country. Hooligans of the Vardar Football Club also participated in violence. According to an informative
session of Macedonia's counterintelligence, in the previous nine years, the country had been "a strong subversive activity of propaganda and intelligence implemented through the RF embassy (Russian federation)." In the end, the participation was found well below the 50% threshold necessary for the results to be binding. In Velkov's own words, his
article resulted in many languages and shared on many "alternative" websites. The American spy and the signing diplomacy expose Russian subversion in a key vote of the Balkans, the New York Times, October. Recently, he also affirmed that Covid-19 pandemic is a geopolistic deceit. The defenders of the agreement affirmed that the disinformation
and anti-western propaganda were an important factor in the turn of the events. Transcription of accommodation of conversations between Goran ã… â½ivinã¤ â € and Ivan Stoilkoviã¤ â € The Russian businessman of the disturbances in Macedonia, the crime and corruption report project organized, on July 16, 2018, Cooper H., Schmitt E. also
participated in the organization of the 2017 mentioned attack against the 2017 Macedonian Parliament. However, Moscave uses its leverage To prevent the progress of these countries, it sows discord, it retains its economic and political connections and, in last instance, it increases their own strategic importance. Report report A meeting between
the official of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Macedonia, Nenad Kolev and the Russian ambassador Oleg Shcherbak. Some of the statements can be attributed to legitimate environmental concerns, however, there are also obvious examples of propaganda and direct lies. In last instance, one of the concession contracts was revoked by the Zaev
government in 2019, partly due to the pressure of these activists. In 2016, the CIA also concluded that "Katehon" was part of Russia's interference efforts, according to what was reported by the New York Times. This raises questions about the real intention of the Kremlin strategy. Zoran Zaev, the Lãder of the opposition from the edge of becoming
prime minister, received two head wounds during the attack. Conclusion overwhelming statements such as that of the Russian ambassador, Oleg Shcherbak, which Moscãº wants to "create a strip of militarily neutral countries in the Balkans often does not correspond to the real potential of Russia for geopolitical meaning in the region in the region in
the region For a ruling major For almost ten years in espionage activities in the region, the Albanian media and the radio station â € â € published of a Greek businessman, once a deputy of the ruling party of the United Russia of Russia, to cause a nationalis revolt ta in the paãs. In fact, it is doubtful that they even offer a real alternative. The article
analyzes a particular influence agent: Krum Velkov, and in which you are using this and other causes of its own means and advance an anti-western agenda. Belford A., Cvetkovska S., Sekulovska B. However, the solway group has been The Létigo, ensuring permission to extend its operations for another 10 years. In 2012, he was sent to Albania and
subsequently expelled by the Government in response to the international response to Skripal attack. If the Montenegro coup d'etat had been frustrated, the influence campaign in Macedonia Recién began with an approach to the dispute by the name of Macedonia with Greece. This article was developed with the support of journalismfund.eu
(www.journalismfund.eu) Author's note [19. It is not a coincidence that those are also the countries in which one of the recently exposed GRU assets has operated, Vladislav Fillipov. He hastened to affirm that there was evidence of Russian participation in what he called "push to gain influence" in Macedonia del Norte. The absurd in history did not
prevent wide coverage. The day of the Russian and Serbian intelligence officers also formed a connection with the "journalist" and chronic of Zaev ", Miroslav Lazanski, a frequent" Analyst "" for the Russian Russian Outly of Russian Sputnik and currently as if it were like the Serbian ambassador to Moscãº. Mirka Velinovska and Milenko Nedelkovsky,
who had a significant presence in the Macedonia television media of the North, are also taxpayers to Katahon de Malofev, and Velinovska is a receiver of a Russian honorary prize precisely because of its contribution to the education of the education of the education of Youth Youth. â‚¬ â „¢. Macedonia counterintelligence also implied Lazanski as one
of the main pro-kremlin propagandists in the country. Wag the Dogs: The Russian presence in the media in northern Macedonia, Macedonia del Norte, is not only an importer of Russian propaganda, but also an exporter. The amount of this was due to the Russian interference is difficult to say, but it is also important to be important that much of the
nationalist propaganda is also fed and, in Cases, created by El Kremlin. This report intends to presents a vision General of La Influence Rusa in El Norte Norte The political sphere, the media and the economy, as well as identifying some of the main agents through which the Kremlin advances its objectives in the PAÍ. The document, prepared for
Vladimir Atanasovski, director of the Macedonia Security and Contraintelligence Service (UBK), continue: "By using assets and all of the so -called" soft power ", as part of the strategy of the strategy of the strategy of the strategy of the strategy of the strategy of the strategy The strategy of the strategy strategy of the strategy of the strategy of the RF
strategy in the Balkans, the objective is to isolate the Paãs [Macedonia] of the influence of the "west" ". Narrow correlation with the energy strategy of the Kremlin, whose objective is to control the resources of strategic energy through the association with the Balkans' countries, "says the document. In addition, there has been a significant increase In
the cultural influence of Russia in the PAÉS, promoting an idea of the identity of "Pan-Slavic" and the Christian Orthodox Christian, says the Umk document, citing as an example the creation of approximately 30 Macedonia-Russia "Associations of Friends of Friends ", opening a Russian cultural center in Skopje and sponsoring the construction of
Russian -style churches throughout the country. The region has always been of strategic importance, standing between Western Europe, Russia and the Middle East, and in the center of the Debate for the extension of NATO and the EU. such as apocalayal statements that the project would destroy the soil, water and air, regardless of all
environmental standards that are mandatory for the draft. Ã ¢ â‚¬ å “make a point of support in the Balkans means having something to say about these strategic matters, which are directly for Russia. American Intelligence could also intercept communications that show that Mr. Savvidis was working as a Kremlin duct, according The New York
Times. There are cases of Macedonian journalists who participate in the hybrid campaigns of the Kremlin in other countries. Países. Intelligence activities have been carried out by their embassy in Skopje by three Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) agents of Russia, supervised by a station in the Serbian capital Belgrade, so as four Gru agents,
coordinates of Sofa, Bulgaria. Kosovar Public Media affirms that during his mandate in Macedonia, Filippov recruited or associated with Goran Zivaljevic, a Serbian intelligence officer. Click here to show more content that this article was contributed by Yordan Tsalov as a series of analytical reports entitled "Kremlin" in Europe ", with the support of
Journalismfund.EU. Attempts to recruit members of the military and The Macedonia Police to create a "critical mass of military trained people," says the document, which "at a certain time or political situation will be used to achieve Russian interests. An amazing example of interference in the US. It is Krum Velkov, an independent journalist based in
Strumics who in 2016 wrote an article about the conspiracy "Pizzagate", claiming that Hillary Clinton had directed a children's sex ring in a pizzeride. The role of Konstantin Malofev in the theft of war in eastern Ukraine has been well documented, as has been the participation of his and Reschetnikov in Pro-Kremlin hybrid activities in the Balkans. In
June 2018, after violent manifestations broke out in Skopje against the agreement, the investigative reporters discovered evidence that Savvidis provided at least 300,000 euros to foster the opposition to the agreement, including a social media campaign directed to The participation of the views for the Referendum for the Change of Name of
September. An example for this in Macedonia is the company Solway Group, which, despite its position as a Swiss property. Controlled by an Estonian citizen, he has its economic roots in the business of metallurgy and financial services in Russia, some of which linked to chers close to Vladimir Putin. The club is owned by the Russian millionaire
Sergey Samsonenko, who lives in Skopje and is Russia's honorary cósul to the city of Bitola. International observers raised serious questions about the reliability of the new one of the NATO candidate and the EU, Macedonia del Norte, while the PAÍ is directed towards its general election on July 15. Zaev shared the situation with the coup attempt of a
year to a year in Montenegro, where prosecutors accused two Gru officers, the Russian military intelligence agency, for conspiring to overthrow the western government and avoid the adhesion of the paãs to NATO. et al., The Fake News Machine: Within a city preparing for 2020, CNN, September 12, 2017 in the connections of Solway to the Russian
government and oligarchs: two articles in Russian of the period Kommersant, the first reveals the different the different Commercial relations of the owner of Solway Aleksandr Bronstein with other oligarchs such as Viktor Vekselberg, the second article analyzes a lobbying operation of the Russian government carried out on behalf of Solway and its
partners in an Argentina, which shows the close relationship between the Kremlin and the commercial business And the business. Company interests. Macedonia Troll Troll factions are widely used to spread the misinformation to other Países, even during the US elections of 2016, when more than 100 websites propaganda were tracked to US
citizens, according to CNN. This expulsion occurred despite the relatively friendly polythetic of Greece towards Russia. Moscave is promoted by geopolitics, with other concerns such as economic interests or historical ties with Slavs South or other orthodox nations that play a secondary role. They continue to spread misinformation, even for him
These are links to the leaked documents of the PAÍ administration for security and counterintelligence (UMK): Profile by counterintelligence Macedonia of the activities of the Serbian intelligence agent Goran Goran ã… â½iviã¤ â € in Macedonia. A spy for all seasons in April 2017, Russian ambassador Oleg Shcherbak met with the senior official of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Macedonia, Nenad Kolev and supposedly told him that Russia's goal was to "create a strip of militarily neutral pairs In the Balkanes in the Balkanes, composed of Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia and Serbia, as revealed by the National Security documents obtained by the ECCRP. The name of the PAÍ was
seen as the final obside for Western integration. Russian operations began in 2008 when Macedonia was blocked to bind to NATO due to her dispute with the name with Greece. As expected, Gruevski's caja also saw the beginning of a Russian campaign against any change in status Quo. Another day of Kremlin apologists is also a representative of the
type of people in which Moscave To the Montenegro, the Russian Federation is making a final impulse for the influence in Macedonia, "Zaev said. In fact, although SDSM has moved west at the strategy level, it seems to have kept the door open to Russian corporate interests. "If Russian political influence aims to exploit weaknesses in the societies of
central and eastern Europe and erode liberal institutions, then the Russian economic influence seeks and influence national decision making. â „¢, argues the report of the Center for Strategy and International Studies The Russian influence in Eastern Europe, the Kremlin Play Book. From 2006 to 2016, the PAÉS was directed by the nationalist line
VMRO-DPMN Between the Christian majority and the Muslim Albanian minority, as well as in the conflicts with the majority of the neighbors (Greece, Bulgaria and Albania). List of annexes of the Macedonia counterintelligence of articles and appearances in the media of Miroslav Lazanski. Conley H., Mina J., Stefanov R., Vladimirov M. The article
was initially published on the "Katehon" website a self -proclaimed highway, led by a group of Russian imperialists who have supported many other hybrid campaigns; Namely, the Russian oligarch Konstantin Malofev, Putin's economic advisor, Sergey Glaziev, and the former head of the Kremlin Strategic Institute, General Reschetnikov. Selected
Bibliography: In 2017, OCCRP and partners reported on Russian intelligence efforts and Serbs to end up in Macedonia. In addition to this, Macedonia del Norte continued his ambitions to improve his economic cooperation with Russia, and as the United States ambassador to NATO, Kay Bailey Hutchison, observed during the COVID-19 outbreak, The
country is affected by a serious campaign of misinformation of Moscave Skopje joined the EU or NATO, on the other, the authoritarianism and nationalism of Gruevski allowed Russia to remain one of the main supporters of the raver. Solway Group participates in many projects that promote Russian interests "to the extent that even the Moscave
government has pressed in its name, referring to it as a" Russian investment. "9, 2018 Russian Spy, Filippov, Part of the attempts for regional destabilization, Kosovo Public BroadCaster Rtk Live, November 20, 2019 McIntire, M. This adapted well to the Kremlin inter -s are found elsewhere. surprising that the presence in Velkov's social networks is
full of anti-western and anti-nata anti-nata propaganda "New World Order" conspiracy theories. That said, 90% of those who presented votes approved the agreement, and in the end the PAÉS changed its name to Macedonia del Norte, and its path to NATO and the EU was opened. These developments suggest that the division between SDSM as a
pro-western party, versus VMRO-DPMNE as the nationalist pro-ruso party may not be as ordered as it seems from the outside. In July 2018, weeks after the Prespa Agreement was signed, Athens expelled two Russian diploma for inciting the opposition to the agreement in the PAÍ. In a recent article, Velinovska described the pondnamic measures as
"crown fascism" comparable to the concentration camps of the Nazi raver. The party has defended an anti-mining agenda, canceling the concessions of four western partners since 2017. 17, 2016 Soares I. Active measures: a state of state capture in 2017, the crime and corruption report project organized organized (OCCRP) and its partners provided
a stretch of intelligence documents that show that Russian spy and diploma have been involved in an effort of almost one day to propagate propaganda and cause discord in Macedonia as part of an effort regional to prevent the Balkans from joining NATO and EU. "Western Balkans are an integral part of Russia's strategy to establish themselves as a
first -class player in European security matters, along with other important states such as Germany, France and the United Kingdom. Bechv, member of the Investigation of the ATLISE Council NICO and author of Rival Power: Russia in southeastern Europe. The business man in question, Ivan Savvidis, was accused of paying the Macedonian
nationalists of the extreme right and hooligans of fãºThiB, â € ‹â €‹ Asã as the clergy Greek and government officials, to envive the opposition to the Prespa Agreement. In addition, the has established a local crew of the Russian news agency Tass and Rossotrudnichastvo and the fees in the cities of And Ohrid is serving as "intelligence bases," the
document alleges. For example, the Russian stroytransgaz company began the construction of a pipe network in the country in 2015, to keep Macedonia in the Russian energy órbita. VII. However, it is far from being the only example. example.
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